Leonard Dawe (1889–1963) was the headmaster of Strand School and a crossword compiler for The Daily Telegraph, during World War II. Shortly before the ill-fated Dieppe Raid, Dawe’s crosswords strangely included the word “Dieppe” (clued as “French Port”). MI6 became increasingly concerned about Dawe’s loyalty when, in the months leading up to the D-Day invasion, his puzzles featured the military codewords “Gold”, “Sword” and “Juno”. After a brief investigation, British Intelligence put this down to coincidence, since those three words were relatively common in crossword puzzles. However, after later crosswords contained the codewords “Utah”, “Mulberry”, “Neptune”, “Omaha” and “Overlord”, Dawe was arrested by MI6 on suspicion of espionage. While he was eventually deemed not guilty, Dawe could offer no explanation as to how the words had made their way into his puzzles.

The five pieces here diagram the appearances of black squares in Leonard Dawe’s crosswords.
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